
 

About the company: Araza is a small, sister owned and operated clean beauty company. We make the 
world's first paleo certified makeup with organic plant-based extracts, healthy fats and natural earth 
minerals.  

Job Title: Affiliate Marketing Specialist (a growth marketing position)  

Job Description: At Araza our partners and affiliates are an extension of this family. As an affiliate 
marketing specialist, you will be responsible for maintaining and scaling Araza’s Affiliate Brand 
Ambassador Program by bringing on new affiliates, working with existing ones to develop new 
marketing strategies and promotions. You will also be in charge of strategic partnerships with other 
companies that share our similar values. 

What we are looking for: We are seeking a positive, self-driven individual who is passionate about clean 
beauty and a holistic lifestyle. You must have a knack for online and affiliate marketing, a strong 
background in social media and ecommerce sales channels. We need someone who is a creative thinker 
and self-starter that can also solve complex relationship issues and bring new marketing ideas to the 
table. You must have excellent written and verbal communication skills and be able to work well on your 
own without much supervision. 

Hours: 20 hours a week but can scale to full time.  

Responsibilities: 

• Maintain current affiliate and influencer relationships by staying in contact with them through 
email, letting them know about upcoming promotions, send PR product, and being available for 
all questions, concerns etc. 

• Managing refersion affiliate software and approving or denying any incoming affiliate 
applications  

• prospecting and approaching new affiliates 
• Develop and test marketing strategies with our partners to drive consistent results 
• Manage budgeting and reporting, including weekly pacing and monthly forecasts  
• Manage the affiliate promotional calendar and create quarterly newsletters  
• Identify like-minded companies that we can partner with to cross promote our products to each 

other’s audience. 
• Additional responsibilities as deemed necessary and reasonable.  

 

To apply, Please send a resume to lindsey@arazabeauty.com 


